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Abstract

We propose a novel method to bootstrap text001
anonymization models based on distant super-002
vision. Instead of requiring manually labeled003
training data, the approach relies on a knowl-004
edge graph expressing the background infor-005
mation assumed to be publicly available about006
various individuals. This knowledge graph is007
employed to automatically annotate text doc-008
uments including personal data about a sub-009
set of those individuals. More precisely, the010
method determines which text spans ought to011
be masked in order to guarantee k-anonymity,012
assuming an adversary with access to both the013
text documents and the background informa-014
tion expressed in the knowledge graph. The re-015
sulting collection of labeled documents is then016
used as training data to fine-tune a pre-trained017
language model for text anonymization. We il-018
lustrate this approach using a knowledge graph019
extracted from Wikidata and short biographi-020
cal texts from Wikipedia. Evaluation results021
with a BERT-based model and a manually an-022
notated collection of 553 summaries showcase023
the potential of the approach, but also unveil a024
number of issues that may arise the knowledge025
graph is noisy or incomplete. The results also026
illustrate that, contrary to most sequence label-027
ing problems, the text anonymization task may028
admit several alternative solutions.029

1 Introduction030

Personal data is ubiquitous in text documents. Due031

to this presence of personal information, many text032

sources fall under the scope of data protection reg-033

ulations such as GDPR (GDPR, 2016). As a con-034

sequence, they cannot be shared with third parties035

(or even used for other purposes than the one origi-036

nally intended when collecting the data) without a037

proper legal ground, such as the explicit consent of038

the individuals to whom the data refers.039

In case obtaining the consent of all those indi-040

viduals is unfeasible, an alternative is to anonymize041

the data to ensure those individuals can no longer042

be identified. Anonymization is often defined as 043

the complete and irreversible process of removing 044

all Personally Identifiable Information (PII) from 045

a dataset (Elliot et al., 2016a). Such PII includes 046

both direct identifiers such as person names, pass- 047

port numbers or mobile phone numbers, but also 048

more indirect information such as date of birth, 049

gender, nationality or workplace that can also lead 050

to (re-)identification when combined with one an- 051

other (Domingo-Ferrer et al., 2016). 052

The anonymization of text data is, however, a 053

difficult challenge for which many open questions 054

remain (Lison et al., 2021). One important problem 055

is the lack of labeled corpora for this task, making 056

it difficult to train data-driven text anonymization 057

models in many domains. The few datasets that 058

currently exist mainly focus on the medical domain 059

(Dernoncourt et al., 2016; Bråthen et al., 2021) and 060

are typically limited to predefined categories of 061

entities1. Models trained on such datasets are also 062

known to be difficult to transfer to new domains 063

(Johnson et al., 2020; Hartman et al., 2020). 064

We present in this paper an alternative approach 065

for training text anonymization models. Crucially, 066

this approach does not require access to manually 067

labeled training data. Rather, we adopt a distant 068

supervision approach that revolves around a knowl- 069

edge graph expressing the background information 070

assumed to publicly known on various individuals. 071

The approach proceeds in three steps: 072

1. The knowledge graph is first converted into 073

an inverted index, making it possible to effi- 074

ciently compute the set of individuals associ- 075

ated with a given combination of entities. 076

1This task of detecting and masking predefined semantic
categories (such as names, organizations and locations) is
often called de-identification. In contrast, text anonymization
is not limited to a fixed set of semantic categories, but must
consider how any textual element may influence the risk of
disclosing the identity of the person referred to in the text
(Chevrier et al., 2019; Lison et al., 2021).
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Figure 1: General sketch of the approach, illustrated with some examples for clarity

2. The inverted index is then employed as distant077

supervision source (Mintz et al., 2009; Liang078

et al., 2020) to automatically annotate a collec-079

tion of text documents including personal data.080

The goal of this annotation process is to deter-081

mine which tokens to mask in order to guar-082

antee k-anonymity (that is, to guarantee that083

the information conveyed in the anonymized084

document is sufficiently general to be shared085

by at least k individuals).086

3. Finally, this labeled collection of documents is087

used as training data to fine-tune a large, pre-088

trained language model (in our case BERT)089

for the task of determining which text span to090

mask in a given document.091

The proposed approach has several benefits. As092

it relies on distant supervision, there is no need093

for manually annotating text documents with text094

spans to mask, a procedure that is costly and time-095

consuming. The approach also follows a privacy-096

first strategy that determines which terms to mask097

based on a privacy model (k-anonymity). This strat-098

egy provides an explicit account of the disclosure099

risk associated with a given set of masking deci-100

sions on a document, using the knowledge graph to101

represent the information that can be drawn upon102

by an adversary to uncover the identity of the in-103

dividual(s) we seek to protect. This account of104

disclosure risk makes it possible to adjust the trade-105

off between data protection and data utility. Finally,106

the approach makes it arguably easier to port text 107

anonymization models to new languages and do- 108

mains, as knowledge graphs can often be reused 109

across multiple languages and text genres. 110

The validity of the approach is evaluated through 111

experiments with a collection of short biographical 112

texts extracted from Wikipedia. Wikipedia biogra- 113

phies constitute an ideal test-bed for the proposed 114

approach, as these texts contain a lot of PII, includ- 115

ing both direct and quasi identifiers. Those bio- 116

graphical texts were then automatically annotated 117

with text spans to masks using a knowledge graph 118

derived from Wikidata. The general procedure is 119

illustrated in Figure 1. 120

This paper makes three main contributions: 121

• A novel, privacy-first approach to the training 122

of data-driven text anonymization models in 123

the absence of labeled data. 124

• An implementation of that approach with a 125

large knowledge graph derived from Wiki- 126

data, which is applied to automatically label 127

biographical texts from Wikipedia with text 128

spans to mask. 129

• A new dataset of 553 Wikipedia summaries 130

manually annotated for sensitive information, 131

which we use to evaluate the empirical perfor- 132

mance of the proposed approach. 133

The rest of the paper is structured as follows. 134

The next section reviews related work on text 135
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anonymization. Section 3 describes the three steps136

of our approach, which is then evaluated in Section137

4. We conclude in Section 5.138

2 Related Work139

As stipulated by Article 8 of the European Con-140

vention on Human Rights and Article 12 of the141

Universal Declaration of Human Rights, privacy is142

a fundamental right and an essential component of143

a democratic society. To ensure that every person144

remains in control over their own personal data,145

legal frameworks such as the General Data Pro-146

tection Regulation (GDPR) (GDPR, 2016) in the147

European Union spell out how personal data should148

be collected, processed and shared.149

Personally identifiable information can be di-150

vided into main categories (Elliot et al., 2016b):151

Direct identifiers: information that can be used152

to directly single out an individual, such as the153

person name, social security number, email or154

physical address, passport number, bio-metric155

records, mobile phone number, etc..156

Quasi identifiers: information that is not univo-157

cally related to a unique individual, but may158

nevertheless lead to re-identification when159

combined with other quasi identifiers2 such160

as date of birth, gender, ethnicity, religion,161

employer, city of residence, etc.162

Although most existing work on anonymization163

focuses on quantitative tabular data, several studies164

have also investigated the problem of anonymizing165

text data, either from an NLP perspective or from166

the field of data privacy, and in particular privacy-167

preserving data publishing (PPDP).168

The first NLP approaches relied on rule-based169

methods for pattern detection mainly in medical170

text documents (Douglass et al., 2005). Recent ap-171

proaches on the anonymization of medical health172

records focus on detecting direct identifiers and173

quasi identifiers using sequence labelling models174

trained from manually annotated data (Deleger175

et al., 2013; Dernoncourt et al., 2016; Liu et al.,176

2017; Hathurusinghe et al., 2021).177

One drawback of these NLP approaches is that178

they are typically limited to detecting predefined179

(semantic) categories of identifiers and quasi iden-180

tifiers, without taking into account other types of181

2For instance, the combination of gender, birth date and
postal code has been shown to single out between 63 and 87%
of the U.S. population (Golle, 2006).

information that may uncover the identity of the 182

person. For instance, the physical appearance of 183

a person or their professional activities will often 184

provide clues about the person identity, yet rarely 185

belong to the semantic categories to detect. In ad- 186

dition, those methods typically mask all detected 187

text spans uniformly, without making it possible to 188

parametrize the anonymization process based on 189

the estimated disclosure risk. 190

PPDP approaches to text anonymization, on 191

the other hand, generally seek to enforce a pri- 192

vacy model such as k-anonymity (Samarati and 193

Sweeney, 1998), then search for the optimal set of 194

masking operations – such as removal or general- 195

ization of the original values – to ensure the privacy 196

model requirements are met. 197

The k-anonymity model was adapted for text 198

data in the k-safety and k-confusability models 199

(Chakaravarthy et al., 2008; Cumby and Ghani, 200

2011). Both approaches require every sensitive 201

entity to be indistinguishable from at least k − 1 202

other entities. The entities are then generalized to 203

become indistinguishable and thus, safe from dis- 204

closure risk. The t-plausibility model (Anandan 205

et al., 2012) introduced a similar approach based 206

on the generalization of (already detected) terms, 207

seeking to ensure that at least t documents can 208

be derived through specialization of the general- 209

ized terms. A final model is C-sanitize (Sánchez 210

and Batet, 2015) which provides a priori privacy 211

guarantees by relying on the mutual information 212

of the sensitive entities and the rest of the words 213

in the document. The words that are more likely 214

to lead to identification of the sensitive term to 215

be protected, either individually or in combination 216

with others, are then generalized. The mutual infor- 217

mation scores used in C-sanitize are derived from 218

co-occurrence counts in web data. 219

PPDP approaches makes it possible to explicitly 220

adjust the trade-off between data protection and 221

data utility. However, many PPDP approaches rely 222

on the assumption that sensitive entities are already 223

detected in a preprocessing step. They also often 224

rely on external resources that may be difficult to 225

gather (Lison et al., 2021) 226

Finally, recent work has investigated the use of 227

differential privacy (Dwork and Roth, 2014) to gen- 228

erate synthetic texts (Sasada et al., 2021) or obfus- 229

cate documents to protect them against authorship 230

attribution (Fernandes et al., 2019; Feyisetan et al., 231

2019). However, those methods operate by intro- 232
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ducing artificial noise either in the text or in the233

word representations derived from it. Contrary to234

the NLP and PPDP methods detailed above, those235

methods do not preserve the “truth value” of the236

document, and seek therefore to address a slightly237

different task than text anonymization.238

3 Approach239

In the following subsections, we present the three240

main components of our approach.241

3.1 Step 1: Modeling of background242

information243

The term background information refers to an at-244

tacker’s possible additional knowledge that could245

be used to re-identify an individual in a dataset. A246

convenient way to express this background informa-247

tion is through a knowledge graph connecting indi-248

viduals to protect with their various personal identi-249

fiers. This knowledge graph can be extracted from250

a variety of sources, such as structured databases,251

social network data or co-occurrence counts on252

web data (Sánchez and Batet, 2015).253

However, knowledge graphs do not provide any254

efficient mechanism for determining the number of255

individuals associated with a particular combina-256

tion of (quasi-)identifiers. This is particular prob-257

lematic for quasi-identifiers that may be shared by258

a large set of individuals (for instance the fact that259

a person is male or female). To this end, we con-260

struct an inverted index3 from the knowledge graph.261

In our case, the inverted index associates terms to262

individuals (or more precisely, unique indices of263

each individual) associated with this term. Figure 1264

includes an example of inverted index where the in-265

dividual with index=4 is connected with the terms266

“Leandro Micael Gomes Albano”, “Lisbon” and267

“Freamunde”.268

Based on this inverted index, one can then effi-269

ciently query the data structure to determine the270

list of individuals that are related to a given set of271

terms. This query can be implemented through a272

Boolean retrieval model, taking advantage of the273

fact that the postings are already sorted to compute274

their intersection. If the resulting set set is a sin-275

gleton, this means that the combination of terms276

allows us to uniquely re-identify the person. This is277

3An inverted index is a data structure commonly used in
information retrieval, and consists of an index mapping terms
to the documents they occurred in (Manning, 2008). Those
documents are represented through a sorted list of indices,
making it possible to efficiently compute intersections.

for instance the case for the combination of terms 278

“Lisbon” and “Freamunde” in Figure 1. 279

An important benefit of using an inverted index 280

to capture the relation between individuals and their 281

quasi-identifiers is the fact that the inverted index 282

can be easily extended to incorporate variations 283

of a given identifier. For instance, dates and per- 284

son names can be expressed in multiple formats, 285

common nouns may have synonyms, and even lo- 286

cations may have alternative written variants, such 287

as Lisbon vs. Lisboa. 288

3.2 Step 2: Text Anonymization with Distant 289

Supervision 290

Using documents related to individuals present in 291

this knowledge graph, we can then automatically 292

determine which terms to mask through queries on 293

the inverted index. The first step is to search for 294

term occurrences in the text using a gazetteer, as 295

illustrated in Figure 1. 296

Only some of the terms located by the gazetteer 297

will need to be masked. We rely on the k- 298

anonymity privacy model to account for the dis- 299

closure risk associated with a given set of terms 300

in a document. k-anonymity was first introduced 301

by Samarati and Sweeney (1998) and requires ev- 302

ery sensitive entity to be indistinguishable from at 303

least k − 1 other entities based on their attributes. 304

Through k-anonymity, the individuals can be ’hid- 305

den’ by being part of a larger group. The value 306

of k can vary depending on the dataset that needs 307

protecting, but it should be larger than 1, since k=1 308

means no anonymity. A common recommendation 309

is to use k=5 (Emam and Dankar, 2008), which we 310

follow in our experiments. 311

Algorithm 1 is employed to determine the terms 312

to mask in a document based on the posting lists. 313

The algorithm starts (lines 11-14) by checking 314

whether some terms need to be directly masked 315

(as their presence would break k-anonymity). This 316

is for instance the case for the term “Leandro Mi- 317

cael Gomes Albano”, which is related to a single 318

individual. The procedure continues by forming 319

gradually more complex combinations of terms, 320

and computing the intersection of their posting lists 321

(lines 27-29). Intersections of size < k represent 322

a breach of k-anonymity, and imply that at least 323

one of their terms must be masked. Several strate- 324

gies can be followed to determine which term is 325

most useful to mask in each combination. In this 326

work, two strategies have been implemented. The 327
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1 def getTermsToMask(terms, postings, maxArity,
2 termSelection, k):
3 # terms: set of terms found in a document
4 # postings: inverted index
5 # maxArity: maximum arity of the term combinations
6 # termSelect: greedySelect or randomSelect (see below)
7 # k: k-anonymity value to satisfy
8
9 termsToMask = ∅

10
11 # We mask terms associated with < k individuals
12 for term in terms:
13 if len(postings[term]) < k:
14 termsToMask ← termsToMask + term
15
16 while True:
17
18 # We create a set of possible term combinations,
19 # starting with pairs, then triples, etc.
20 termsTuples → ∅
21 for arity in [2,...maxArity]:
22 newTuples ← combine(terms - termsToMask, arity)
23 termTuples ← termTuples + newTuples
24
25 # For each term combination, we check whether the
26 # intersection of postings gives < k individuals
27 for term1,...termn in termTuples:
28
29 if 1 ≤ len(

⋃n
i=1 postings[termi]) < k:

30
31 # If yes, we select a term to mask
32 selectedTerm ← termSelect(term1,..., termn, postings)
33 termsToMask ← termsToMask + selectedTerm
34
35 # and restart the evaluation of term combinations
36 break
37
38 else: # stop when all combinations satisfy k-anonymity
39 break
40 if terms = termsToMask: # or if all terms are masked
41 break
42
43 return termsToMask
44
45 def greedySelect(terms, postings):
46 # greedy selection: select term with shortest posting list
47 return argmintermi∈terms postings[termi]
48
49 def randomSelect(terms, postings):
50 return select random term from terms

Algorithm 1: Extraction of terms to mask in a document,
based on k-anonymity and posting lists mapping each
possible term to the list of persons associated with it.
When a combination of quasi-identifiers breaks the k-
anonymity constraint, we either select the term with the
shortest posting list in the combination (greedySelect),
or choose a random term (randomSelect).

greedy strategy (lines 45-47) consists in systemati-328

cally masking the most specific term – that is, the329

term with the shorted posting list. Alternatively,330

one can also select at random the term to mask in331

each combination.332

3.3 Step 3: Fine-tuning333

The two steps above result in an automatically an-334

notated dataset that can be directly used to fine-tune335

a language model. Crucially, this also increases the336

ability of the model to generalize to texts and indi-337

viduals not covered in the knowledge graph.338

We frame the problem of text anonymization as 339

a token-level sequence classification task. In this 340

paper, we rely more specifically on BERT (Devlin 341

et al., 2019), which is a large, transformer-based 342

language model employed in many sequence clas- 343

sification tasks in the field of NLP, including recent 344

work on data privacy (Alsentzer et al., 2019). As in 345

most distant/weak supervision frameworks (Mintz 346

et al., 2009; Ratner et al., 2017), the training of 347

a generic, neural model allows us to process arbi- 348

trary texts without depending on the availability of 349

external resources such as knowledge graphs. 350

4 Evaluation 351

The proposed approach is evaluated on short bi- 352

ographical texts extracted from Wikipedia, using 353

graph data from Wikidata to determine the terms 354

to mask to ensure k−anonymity. We first present 355

the document collection and knowledge base, and 356

then describe a manually annotated test set of bi- 357

ographies employed to assess the performance of 358

the fine-tuned BERT models. We then present our 359

results and discuss them. 360

4.1 Distant labelling of Wikipedia articles 361

The relevant background knowledge for this task 362

comes from Wikidata 4. Wikidata’s main goal is to 363

provide high-quality, structured data which are ac- 364

quired and maintained collaboratively. It is at times 365

used directly by Wikipedia, but typically restricted 366

to the creation of the page’s infobox. 367

The knowledge graph employed in this work con- 368

sists of entities such as names, nicknames, transla- 369

tions, information on professions, dates and places 370

of birth and death, important places, and more. 371

To handle entities that may have several surface 372

realizations, we augmented the inverted index to 373

include all possible variants of a given term. This 374

includes dates (e.g. 1992-08-05 → 5 May, 1992), 375

person names (“Leandro Albano” → “L. Albano”), 376

country-nationality pairs (Austrian-Austria), and 377

alternative names for locations. A white list of 378

very frequent terms was also established to filter 379

out common words from the knowledge graph that 380

are deemed generic enough not to necessitate any 381

masking, as for example "born", "age", "man", 382

"woman". The resulting inverted index comprises 383

22 034 977 terms. 384

This knowledge graph was then applied on a 385

dataset of short Wikipedia biographies (Lebret 386

4https://www.wikidata.org/
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et al., 2016) whose entries were filtered to consist387

of only humans that are also present in the knowl-388

edge graph, resulting in a total of 502 678 distinct389

biographies. The dataset was already split into390

training (80%), validation (10%), and test datasets391

(10%), which was preserved in this evaluation. The392

biographical texts are about 4 sentences long on393

average, with a standard deviation of 3.58.394

4.2 Evaluation data395

We conduct a manual annotation effort on a subset396

of summaries for evaluation purposes. A random397

sample of 553 summaries was extracted from the398

test dataset. The distribution of summary lengths399

reflects that of the test dataset, with the average400

being 4 sentences (11%), while around 65% were401

summaries with less than the average. The largest402

summary in the sample was 20 sentences long.403

For the manual annotation, the TagTog 5 tool404

was used with 5 annotators, four of them under-405

graduate students in law, and one NLP researcher.406

These annotators were already familiar with the407

annotation task, as they had been trained and con-408

ducted similar annotation efforts in the past. They409

were also provided with detailed annotation guide-410

lines and examples to follow. The objective of the411

annotation was to (1) find terms associated with412

personal information and (2) decide which of those413

terms ought to be masked to conceal the identity of414

the individual described in the biography.415

Of the 553 summaries, 20 biographies were an-416

notated by two annotators, and the rest by a single417

annotator. To facilitate the annotation process, the418

annotators were provided with pre-annotations to419

mark terms that were likely to express personal420

information. Those pre-annotations were gener-421

ated by combining the gazetteer (see Section 3)422

with a neural NER model and a set of heuristics423

to recognize dates and numerical values. It should,424

however, be stressed that the annotators were ex-425

plicitly instructed to only use those pre-annotations426

as a starting point and correct them as they see fit427

– either by modifying/deleting terms that did not428

include any personal information, or by inserting429

new terms that were ignored by the pre-annotations.430

See the Appendix for two annotation examples.431

After this initial step of term detection, the anno-432

tators have to determine which of these terms could433

lead to the identification of the individual, either434

as direct or quasi-identifiers (see Section 2). Each435

5https://www.tagtog.net/

Level Kappa Alpha

Span 0.44 0.59
Character 0.81 0.73

Table 1: Inter-annotator agreement on the identifier
type (DIRECT, QUASI OR NO_MASK).

term is therefore labeled as one of three mutually 436

exclusive identifier types: 437

DIRECT if the term denotes a direct identifier 438

QUASI if the term denotes a quasi identifier 439

NO_MASK if the term can be left in clear text 440

without impairing k−anonymity 441

For the 20 multi-annotated texts, we calculated 442

inter-annotator agreement on the identifier type, by 443

calculating Cohen’s κ, as well as Krippendorff’s 444

α, with the first being based on agreement and the 445

latter based on disagreement. These two metrics 446

were calculated both on the span and on the charac- 447

ter level (Artstein and Poesio, 2008) and the results 448

are summarized for all multi-annotated documents 449

in Table 1. It should, however, be stressed that that 450

inter-annotator agreement for identifier types does 451

not directly relate to the quality of the annotations, 452

since there may be several alternative, equally cor- 453

rect solutions to a given anonymization task (Lison 454

et al., 2021). This is also reinforced by the higher 455

number of disagreement between annotators for the 456

NO_MASK and QUASI label pairs. 457

4.3 Distant supervision models 458

We use the automatic annotations from the greedy 459

and the random functions to train two BERT mod- 460

els with a linear inference layer on top (Greedy- 461

BERT, RandomBERT). We used an IOB scheme to 462

account for multi-token annotations, so that each 463

token received either a B-MASK, I-MASK or an 464

’O’ label. The parameters used to train the models 465

can be found in Table 5 in the appendix. 466

We evaluate the performance of the models both 467

against the automatically labeled development and 468

test data, and on the manually annotated dataset of 469

553 biographies. Following the metrics proposed 470

in the SemEval-13 task 9 (Segura-Bedmar et al., 471

2013), we calculate precision, recall, and F1-score 472

on the entity level, with two different levels of 473

strictness, exact for when the boundaries of the 474

prediction match the boundaries of the true string 475

in an exact manner, and partial, when there is a 476
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Dev Test

Precision Recall F1 score Precision Recall F1 score
E P E P E P E P E P E P

GreedyBERT 0.818 0.828 0.860 0.871 0.843 0.848 0.767 0.776 0.928 0.939 0.839 0.849

RandomBERT 0.804 0.815 0.876 0.882 0.838 0.847 0.723 0.732 0.969 0.974 0.828 0.835

Table 2: Entity level scores of greedy and random BERT on the automatically labeled data. We report the exact and
partial results for each metric.

Manually annotated dataset

Precision Recall F1 score
E P E P E P

GreedyBERT 0.355 0.391 0.578 0.630 0.440 0.483

RandomBERT 0.352 0.387 0.605 0.661 0.445 0.488

Neural NER 0.661 0.790 0.719

Table 3: Entity level precision, recall and F1 score of greedy BERT, random BERT compared to the neural NER
model (spaCy) on the manually labeled dataset of 553 Wikipedia summaries.

partial match between the prediction and the true477

string regarding boundaries.478

4.4 Experimental Results479

The evaluation on the automatically annotated data480

is meant to evaluate the feasibility of the approach,481

i.e., to test whether or not the background knowl-482

edge allows for a learnable annotation, whereas the483

manually annotated data is employed to assess the484

generalizability of the approach.485

Table 2 shows the result for the first type of486

evaluation. Both models show comparable perfor-487

mance on the development and test datasets, and488

there is also a slight improvement between the ex-489

act and partial scores indicating that there are some490

disagreements regarding precise entity boundaries.491

To contrast the annotation provided by our ap-492

proach with a standard named-entity annotation493

task, besides the two BERT models, we also run494

a named entity recogniser based on the RoBERTa495

language model (Liu et al., 2019) and fine-tuned for496

NER on the Ontonotes v5 (Weischedel et al., 2011),497

as implemented in spaCy 6. The performance of498

this system on the manually annotated dataset of499

summaries is shown in Table 3.500

Since the manually annotated dataset also in-501

cluded information on the identifier type of each502

masked term, we also break down the recall score503

6https://spacy.io

Recall direct Recall quasi
identifiers identifiers

GreedyBERT 0.769 0.550
RandomBERT 0.755 0.585

Neural NER 0.775 0.755

Table 4: Entity-level recall on direct and quasi identi-
fiers for the manually annotated dataset

into recall for direct and recall for quasi identifiers, 504

to check the performance of the models for each of 505

these categories. Recall is the most critical metric 506

for anonymization tasks since false negatives could 507

directly lead to identification of the individuals we 508

wish to protect. These results are shown in Table 4. 509

4.5 Discussion 510

The performance of a model trained using distant 511

supervision will necessarily depend on the quality 512

and coverage of the knowledge base employed to 513

generate the labels. This is also true for the ap- 514

proach proposed in this work, where the coverage 515

of the knowledge graph (and of the inverted in- 516

dex derived from it) will influence (1) which terms 517

will be considered as personal information and (2) 518

which of those terms will need to be masked to 519

enforce k-anonymity. 520

The experimental results illustrate some of the 521
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limitations of using Wikidata to encode the back-522

ground knowledge associated with each individ-523

ual. There were many instances of information524

mismatch between Wikipedia and Wikidata (e.g.525

different name spellings, information present in526

Wikipedia but not Wikidata). This led to either527

some PII not being part of the annotations or be-528

ing partially annotated, which also resulted in the529

models often deciding to mask parts of entities in-530

stead of the entire spans, something that is reflected531

in the difference between exact and partial scores532

in Tables 2 and 3. On the other hand, the auto-533

mated masking based on the inverted index also led534

to some spurious masking decisions, notably for535

terms that do not express PII but tied to a small set536

of individuals in Wikidata.537

When testing the models on the manually anno-538

tated dataset, and comparing them against a NER539

system (Table 3), we see that the models’ perfor-540

mance differs from the performance on the auto-541

matically annotated data, with spaCy’s NER sys-542

tem outperforming them. The low precision of the543

models is an indication of the aforementioned is-544

sue of background information choice, since the545

models tend to mask information that would not546

generally be considered a PII, due to presence of547

similar terms in the inverted index.548

While also analyzing the masking decisions549

made by the annotators we observe an over-550

masking trend, as well as a tendency to mask NEs551

more, especially for longer texts since those are the552

’safer’ choices (e.g. the most prominently masked553

categories were DEM, DATETIME, and PERSON,554

while regarding identifier type 56% of the masked555

tokens were quasi identifiers, and only 30% were556

left unmasked). As mentioned above, the set of557

masking decisions can vary a lot, which means that558

there is no "gold" answer, as long as the identity of559

the individual is protected, as also shown by the low560

recall on quasi identifiers in Table 4. For this reason561

we manually compared the output of the models,562

against spaCy’s NER system and the manual anno-563

tations for a few texts, and we noted that despite564

their low scores, the two BERT models were often565

able to have a set of masking decisions, which de-566

spite not being similar to that of the annotator(s)567

or complete in the sense of entity boundaries, was568

able to prevent identification.569

Original Text570

Jenn Mierau is a Canadian electropop musician origi-571

nally from Winnipeg, who is now based in Montreal.572

Human annotator 573

******* is a Canadian electropop musician originally 574

from *******, who is now based in Montreal. 575

Mask from supervised NER model 576

******* is a ******* electropop musician originally 577

from *******, who is now based in *******. 578

Mask from distantly supervised BERT model 579

******* ******* is a Canadian ******* originally 580

*******, who is now based in Montreal. 581

The distantly supervised model produces a mask 582

that includes the direct identifier (name), as well 583

as including the word "from" while masking the 584

word "Winnipeg". Despite the model’s masking 585

decisions preventing identification, this behavior is 586

not reflected in the evaluation results against the 587

manually annotated dataset. 588

5 Conclusion 589

We proposed a novel method to automatically an- 590

notate text documents containing personal infor- 591

mation using background information expressed 592

as a knowledge graph. The long-term objective of 593

such an approach is to bootstrap text anonymiza- 594

tion models in the absence of supervised training 595

data, using distant supervision to determine which 596

text spans to mask to enforce a privacy model such 597

as k-anonymity. The automatically annotated doc- 598

uments can then be employed to fine-tune a pre- 599

trained language model such as BERT. 600

A concrete implementation of the approach us- 601

ing Wikipedia biographies and Wikidata as back- 602

ground information is also presented. We evaluate 603

the approach on a manually annotated set of bi- 604

ographies. Our experimental results demonstrate 605

that the performance of such an approach is heav- 606

ily dependent on the choice of background knowl- 607

edge during implementation. The results, espe- 608

cially when compared to actual model output, illus- 609

trate the challenge of evaluating such a task when 610

the acceptable pool of possible masking solutions 611

is not limited to just one answer. 612

Future work will investigate several research di- 613

rections. One important issue relates to how to 614

enhance the quality of the knowledge graph, im- 615

proving the coverage of quasi-identifiers while fil- 616

tering out spurious terms that do not express PII. 617

Furthermore, we aim to extend the inverted in- 618

dex with other sources of background knowledge 619

beyond structured databases, and in particular co- 620

occurrence estimates from raw, web-scale data. 621
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A Appendix796

Example of the setup for the annotation task men-797

tioned in Section 4.2. Figure 2 is the result of the798

pre-annotation correction step (Step 1), and Figure799

3 shows the same example but with the information800

one of the annotators decided to mask (Step 2).801

Table 5 shows the parameters used to train802

greedy and random BERT on the automatically803

annotated datasets, mentioned in Section 4.3.804

Parameter

Optimizer AdamW
Learning rate 2e-5
Loss function CrossEntropy
Inference layer Linear
Epochs 2
Full fine-tuning
GPU
Early stopping

Table 5: Training Parameters for BERT models

Figure 2: Step 1 of the annotation process

Figure 3: Step 2 of the annotation process
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